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In February 2002,  Mile2 was established in response to the 
critical need for an international team of IT security training 
experts to mitigate threats to national and corporate secu-
rity far beyond USA borders in the aftermath of 9/11. 
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AttAcks
Get it on with ZAP
by Gareth Watters

Let’s take a look around Zed Attack Proxy and see what 
it’s all about, but before we go on let’s emphasize some of 
the greatest ZAP’s attributes. It’s easy, it’s free and open 
source, ZAP in fully internationalized, has extensive user 
guides and unlike some similar tools, has the ability to 
save sessions to go back to later for reports, which is an 
imperative requirement for pen testers as report writing 
tends sometimes not to be our strongest area.

Wireless Eurynomus: A Wireless 
(802.11) Probe Request Based Attack
by Hitesh Choudhary and Pankaj Moolrajani

In the recent years, the proliferation of laptop computers 
and smart phones has caused an increase in the range of 
places people perform computing. At the same time, net-
work connectivity is becoming an increasingly integral 
part of computing environments. 

Securing Users from Phishing, 
Smishing & Social Media Attacks
by Ian Moyse

Some experts believe one of the best solutions 
to thwart phishing attacks is end-user training, 
but can we really train every computer user 
to be sufficiently security literate? Will it 
ever be the case that anyone can distin-
guish a phishing message from a genu-
ine bank email? 

Dear Readers!
To thank you for your support with creating PenTest 
community we decided to publish PenTest Free. 
Every month you will get five great articles that will 
teach and keep you up to date with IT security is-
sues. 

In the first issue you will find articles devoted to 
attacks. We have chosen the most popular titles and 
here you can read the best articles devoted to Zed 
Attack Proxy, internationalized, free and of great 
help as far as report writing is concerned. Probe Re-
quest Based Attack article is a great technical tuto-
rial for anyone interested in wireless attacks. Can we 
train a computer user to be sufficiently security liter-
ate? What's the best way to defend one from phish-
ing attacks? You can read about this in the article of 
Ian Moyse. 

In the section Cyberwar you can read about digi-
tal frontier and the impact of cyber attacks on our 
lives. Are we living in the times of an ongoing cy-
berwar? See what our author has to say about this 
problem. Last but not least, we would like you to 
read article about pentesting SCADA written by our 
regular author Stefano Maccaglia.

I hope that you will find this issue a valuable com-
pilation and encouragement to stay with us for good. 
If you have any suggestions for us concerning top-
ics, problems you want to read about or people you 
would like to know better thanks to PenTest please, 
feel free to contact us at en@pentestmag.com. 

Thank you all for your great support and invalu-
able help.

Enjoy reading!
Malgorzata Skora
& PenTest Team
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cyBERWAR
Digital Apocalypse: the Artillery of Cyber 
War 
by Cecilia McGuire

Cyberspace is now the digital frontier of choice for executing 
many combat operations, by extending the medium in which 
greater levels of power can now be accessed by Machiavelli 
agents, militants and nation-states. Squads of cyber militants 
going under the banner of Anonymous and LulzSecare, moti-
vated by the ease in which they can now execute high impact 
operations whilst avoiding detection, are just a few of the much 
publicized names synonymous with cyber terrorism. the multi-
dimensional characteristics of cyber space have dissolved the 
boundaries between digital landscape and physical security, fa-
cilitating cyber-attacks that produce devastating impacts to criti-
cal infrastructure, as well as Corporate and Government assets. 

scADA
the Box holes. Pen testing a SCADA plat-
form
by Stefano Maccaglia

In the last decade SCADA systems have moved from propri-
etary, closed, networks to open source solutions and tCP/

IP enabled networks. their original “security through ob-
scurity” approach, in terms of protection against un-

authorized access, has fallen, together with their in-
terconnection limits. this has made them open to 
communicate with the rest of the world, but vul-
nerable, as our traditional computer networks. 
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Get it on with Zed 
Attack Proxy
Let’s take a look around Zed Attack Proxy and see what it’s all 
about, but before we go on Iet’s emphasize some of the greatest 
ZAP’s attributes. It's easy, it’s free and open source, ZAP is fully 
internationalized, has extensive user guides and unlike some 
similar tools, has the ability to save sessions – a great help as far as 
writing reports is concerned. 

you can download Zed Attack Proxy from 
http://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/. Note: If 
you don’t already have it installed, you need 

to download and install java http://www.java.com.
ZAP is at it’s heart an interception proxy and has 

to be configured in-line between your browser and 
your application. For instructions to configure ZAP 
as a proxy for all the major browsers go to http://

code.google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/HelpStartProx-
ies.

When you open ZAP for the first time you will be 
prompted to create an ssL Root cA certificate as 
in Figure 2. In the context of this article, we will be 
working with the secure login to a vulnerable web 
application. therefore we shall create a ssL Root 
cA certificate.

Figure 1. Setup of ZAP for use in a Penetration Test

http://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/
http://www.java.com
http://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/HelpStartProxies
http://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/HelpStartProxies
http://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/HelpStartProxies
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Option Dynamic SSL Certificates
OWAsP ZAP allows you to transparently decrypt 
ssL connections. For doing so, ZAP has to encrypt 
each request before sending to the server and de-
crypt each response, which comes back. But, this 
is already done by the browser. that’s why, the on-
ly way to decrypt or intercept the transmission, is 
to do a ‘man in the middle’ approach.

Overview
In other words, all data sent to and received from 
the server is encrypted/decrypted by using the 
original server’s certificate inside ZAP. this way, 
ZAP knows the plain text. to establish a ssL pro-
tected session from you (your browser), ZAP is 
using it’s own certificate. this is the one you can 
create. Every certificate created by ZAP will be 
signed for the same server name. this way, your 
browser will do regular ssL encryption.

Import certificate in to Mozilla Firefox – Firefox 
is using it’s own certificate store. Installation and 
late on validation is done in the same preferences 
dialog:

•  Go to Preferences
•  tab Advanced
•  tab cryptography/certificates
•  click View certificates
•  click tab trusted root certificates
•  click Import and choose the saved owasp_

zap_root_ca.cer file
•  In the wizard choose to trust this certificate to 

identify web sites (check on the boxes)
•  Finalize the wizard

Attention Risks
When adding self generated Root cA certificates 
to your list of trusted root certificates, anyone with 
the root certificate can smuggle data into your sys-

tem (browser). In other words when you’re not 
testing in a safe environment, but on productive 
machines, be aware that you could be opening an 
additional attack vector to your system if your cer-
tificate was in the wrong hands. ZAP generates a 
certificate that is unique to you, so keep this cer-
tificate safe.

Next you configure ZAP’s Local Proxy port: Go 
to tools -> Options -> Local Proxy -> localport set-
tings: Localhost 8090.

then configure your browser to use ZAP as a 
proxy. In this example we are using Firefox run-
ning Foxyproxy: Go to Edit ->- Preferences -> Net-
works – > settings -> choose to Use ZAP for all 
URLs.

Now you’re ready to go. All you need is your tar-
get application (Pentester) or your own Web Appli-
cation that’s under development (Developer). for 
the context of this article we will use DVWA (Damn 
Vulnerable Web Application)

DVWA – Damn Vulnerable Web App
(User: admin Password: password)

Damn Vulnerable Web App (DVWA) is a PHP/
MysQL web application that is damn vulnerable. 
It’s main goals are to be an aid for security profes-
sionals to test their skills and tools in a legal envi-
ronment, help web developers better understand 
the processes of securing web applications and 
aid teachers/students to teach/learn web applica-
tion security in a class room environment.

WARNING!
Damn Vulnerable Web App is damn vulnerable! 
Do not upload it to your hosting provider’s pub-
lic html folder or any working web server as it will 
be hacked. I recommend downloading and install-
ing XAMPP onto a local machine inside your LAN 
which is used solely for testing. http://code.google.
com/p/dvwa/

Tip
If you fancy skipping past the installation and setup 
of dvwa, I suggest downloading samuraiWtF, you 
will find that this great distro already has DVWA al-
ready installed setup and ready to go.

the next thing to do for a beginner new to de-
velopment or pentesting is explain how ZAP’s ad-
vanced components can be useful as a tools in a 
basic web application penetration test.

Basic Web Application Penetration test: Recon 
-> Mapping -> Discovery/Enumeration -> Exploi-
tation.Figure 2. SSL Root CA Certificate

http://code.google.com/p/dvwa/
http://code.google.com/p/dvwa/
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ZAP is useful in the Mapping context using the 
proxy and spider. ZAP is useful in the Discovery con-
text with the active vulnerability scanner and fuzzer, 
brute forcing web directories and files with DirBuster.

ZAP is useful in the Exploitation phases when 
you combine it’s findings with exploitation tools 
such as like sQLMap,BeEf and Metasploit.

Basic Web Application Penetration Test  
– Mapping
to do comprehensive mapping, you must navigate 
through your web application. Ensure to follow and 
explore through all of the functionality of the appli-
cation. click each link, traverse through all tabs and 
areas of your application. Press all buttons, fill in 
and submit all forms. If your application supports 
multiple roles then do this for each of the roles e.g. 
User, Admin. Note: In order to use multiple roles, it’s 
best to save each role as a separate ZAP sessions.

Zap maps out the web application in a hierarchi-
cal manner as in the sites tab displayed in Figure 3.

the lower pane brings together all the tabs for web 
application pen. testing in a universal status bar.

Tip
In Zap – Double click on a tab and it the tab for a 
better view – Double click and it will revert back to 
the lower status bar.

•  Sites tab – A Hierarchical representation of 
your application

•  History tab – Lists all the requests (GEt/
POst) and the order they are made

•  Search tab – search ZAP gathered information
•  Port scan – a basic port scanner allows you to 

scan and shows which ports are open on the 
target sites.

•  Output tab – this shows various informational 
messages.these can include the stack traces 
of unexpected exceptions

•  Alerts tab – shows you any potential issues 
and vulnerabilities ZAP has found. (see Ex-
ploitation for more info.)

click on entries in Sites or History – correspond-
ing requests and responses will be visible in the 
Request and Response tabs If you right-click on 
any item – A whole load of extra options and func-
tionality becomes available. 

Zap passively scans the Requests and Re-
sponses and reports any potential problems, 
but does not submit any responses on your  
behalf.

Spider
can be activated by the play button on the spider 
tab or Right-click Attack on the sites tree.

Figure 3. A completed mapping of DVWA
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the spider looks for pages that weren’t found in 
the manual recon/mapping. Running the spider, 
will crawl the website and find URLs that you may 
have missed are hidden. It places them in the 
sites page with a spider icon. It is recommend to 
manually explore and map the web application 
first and then use spider. If the spider does find 
unseen links, revert back through the application 
through your browser and visit those URLs.

Tip
A good crawl will enable you to have a better ac-
tive scan.

Basic Penetration Test – Discovery
Active scanner
Active vulnerability scanner attacks the application 
and performs a number of known attacks.

Active scanner is there to find basic vulnerabili-
ties (Only to be used in development environment 
unless explicitly permitted in writing by the Web 
App. owner in case of a Penetration test – It is ille-
gal to run active scans without legal consent).

Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA) as it 
is aptly named is an excellent resource for viewing, 
and learning about vulnerabilities. Once you’ve 
completed the above steps above you should be 
able to see the results of the mappings and vulner-
abilities in your application in the Alerts tab Imme-
diately you can see a number of alerts for vulner-
abilities found.

Brute Force
Use the brute force scanner to find unreferenced 
files and directories. you can use the built in or 
custom input files for Brute Force scanner. ZAP 
Uses OWAsP DirBuster and Fuzzing using anoth-
er OWAsP Project JBroFuzz and Fuzzdb

ZAP uses OWASP DirBuster, a multi threaded 
java application designed to brute force directories 
and files names on web/application servers. Often 
is the case now of what looks like a web server in 
a state of default installation is actually not, and 
has pages and applications hidden within. DirBus-
ter attempts to find these.

However tools of this nature are often as only 
good as the directory and file list they come with. A 
different approach was taken to generating Dirbus-
ter. the Dirbuster list was generated from scratch, 
by crawling the Internet and collecting the direc-
tory and files that are actually used by develop-
ers! DirBuster comes a total of 9 different lists, 
this makes DirBuster extremely effective at finding 

those hidden files and directories. And if that was 
not enough DirBuster also has the option to per-
form a pure brute force, which leaves the hidden 
directories and files nowhere to hide!

Tip
ZAP also allows for custom files to be used, in the 
samuraiWtF training course we used ceWL (Cus-
tom Word List generator) by DigiNinja. ceWL is a 
ruby app which spiders a given url to a specified 
depth, optionally following external links, and re-
turns a list of words which can then be used for 
password crackers such as John the Ripper. John 
the Ripper can aswell be used to create a wordlist 
that has different versions of the words that ceWL 
collected for example – ex@mpl3 these custom 
wordlists can then be imported and used by ZAP 
for Brute Forcing and Fuzzing.

Fuzzer
ZAP also has fuzzing capabilities through its in-
tegrated use of yet another OWASP Project 
JBroFuzz. ‘Fuzz testing or fuzzing is a software 
testing technique, often automated or semi-au-
tomated, that involves providing invalid, unex-
pected, or random data to the inputs of a com-
puter program. The program is then monitored 
for exceptions such as crashes or failing built-in 
code assertions or for finding potential memory 
leaks. Fuzzing is commonly used to test for se-
curity problems in software or computer systems’
- Wikipedia’

to Fuzz a request string such as a password:

•  select a request in the Sites or History tab
•  Highlight the string you wish to fuzz in the re-

quest tab
•  Right-click in the Request tab and select ‘Fuzz’
•  select the Fuzz category and one or more of 

the Fuzzers
•  Press the Fuzz Button
•  the results will then be listed in the Fuzzer tab
•  select them to see the full requests and re-

sponses

Additional fuzzing text files are added continu-
ously with each ZAP release and as stated earli-
er you can also create and import your own cus-
tom files.

Manual test
the above steps will find basic vulnerabilities. More 
vulnerabilities become apparent when you to manu-

http://www.openwall.com/john/
http://www.openwall.com/john/
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ally test the application by giving it some data, try-
ing loginsetc. In an advanced web application pen-
etration test scenario, a number of other tools such 
as Nikto, curl, sQLMap, cewl etc would be used, 
see the OWAsP testing Guide for more details on 
comprehensive Penetration testing at https://www.
owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Testing_Project.

Basic Penetration Test – Exploitation:
Once you have performed your basic pentest map-
ping and discovery, you are ready for exploitation 
or remediation depending on your role, develop-
er or pentester. the considerable information that 
ZAP provides under the Alerts tab is key to a pen-
tester’s next move.

Alerts
ZAP provides comprehensive information relating 
to all alerts and vulnerabilities it finds. All the exploi-
tation material you need is here listing active and 
passive vulnerabilities. Each alert gets flagged in 
the History tab, gets a Risk Rating – Informational, 
Low, Medium or High. Also, they get an alert reli-
ability rating – False Positive, suspicious, Warning.

Tip
I find it easiest at this point to review the alerts if 
you expand the Alert tab by double clicking it as in 
Figure 4.

For each alert a description is provided. you can 
save your own developer/pentester specific infor-

mation about a particular alert in the ‘Other info’. 
tab, and best of all there is a solution and refer-
ence material provided for the alert.

you will see how intuitive and educationally ben-
eficial ZAP really is to developers/pentesters, es-
pecially ones in the early stages of their careers.

Break Points
A break point allows you to intercept a request from 
your browser and to change it before is is submit-
ted to the web application you are testing. you can 
also change the responses received from the appli-
cation.the request or response will be displayed in 
the Break tab which allows you to change disabled 
or hidden fields, and will allow you to bypass cli-
ent side validation (often enforced using javascript). 
It is an essential penetration testing technique. you 
can set a ‘global’ break point on requests and/or re-
sponses using the buttons on the top level toolbar.

All requests and/or responses will then be inter-
cepted by ZAP allowing you to change anything 
before allowing the request or response to con-
tinue. you can also set break points on specific 
URLs using the “Break...” right click menu on the 
sites and History tabs. Only those URLs will be 
intercepted by ZAP. URL specific break points are 
shown in the Break Points tab.

Anti CSRF Tokens
Another advanced feature of ZAP that is not read-
ily available in similar, free versions of tools in this 

Figure 4. Alerts tab expanded

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Testing_Project
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Testing_Project
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area is Anti-csRF token handling and token gen-
eration. cRsF vulnerabilities occur by the way that 
browsers automatically submit cookies back to an 
issuing web server with each subsequent request. 
If a web application relies solely on HttP cook-
ies for tracking sessions, it will inherently be at risk 
from an attack like this.

Anti csRF tokens are (pseudo) random param-
eters used to protect against Cross Site Request 
Forgery (csRF) attacks.

they tokens may make a penetration testers job 
hard if the tokens are regenerated every time a 
form is requested. ZAP detects anti csRF tokens 
by attribute names – the list of attribute names 
considered to be anti csRF tokens can be edited 
using the tools->Options->Anti-csRF screen.

When ZAP detects these tokens it records the to-
ken value and which URL generated the token. the 
active scanner and the fuzzer both have options 
which cause ZAP to automatically regenerate the 
tokens when it is required. If fuzzing a form with an 
anti csRF-tokens on it, ZAP can regenerate the to-
ken for each of the payloads you want to fuzz with.

If you are a developer testing your own web ap-
plication make sure the names of your anti-csrf to-
kens are included in ZAP for ease of use.

It’s clear to see that considerable effort has been 
embedded in Zed Attack Proxy by simon Bennetts 
and Axel Neumann and also the Global communi-
ty of developers and individuals contributing. ZAP 

was an app built by a developer, for a developer 
and you can tell. It has subsequently been adopted 
by an international community of information secu-
rity professionals.

ZAP – Fully Automated Security Tests
to conclude this extensive article, I am going to 
change the context of how we see use of ZAP 
and show how functional testing can be improved, 
even fully automated and with adding security in to 
the process. sounds good eh!

Many Web developers use applications like se-
lenium, Webdriver and Watir to test their Web-Ap-
plications. In this example we are using selenium 
to drive the browser. selenium records your ac-
tions in the browser such as mapping, clicking, in-
puts etc.. and then can re-test doing exactly the 
same tests while you complete iterations of say a 
web application under development.

Seleniumhq.org
‘Selenium automates browsers. That’s it. What you 
do with that power is entirely up to you. Primar-
ily it is for automating web applications for testing 
purposes, but is certainly not limited to just that. 
Boring web-based administration tasks can (and 
should!) also be automated as well.

Selenium has the support of some of the largest 
browser vendors who have taken (or are taking) 
steps to make Selenium a native part of their brows-

Figure 5. Example ZAP setup for fully automated regression tests with security testing
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er. It is also the core technology in countless other 
browser automation tools, APIs and frameworks.’

A build tool such as Apache Ant can control a tool 
like selenium which will drive the browser.

We can then insert ZAP as a proxy and also drive 
zap from the Apache Ant build tool as in Figure 5.

so selenium records and drives a browser with 
ZAP inserted as in intercepting proxy. this can be 
very useful for functional and regression tests and 
is a very effective way of testing web UI’s. Devel-
opers can write test cases to use their apps in the 
way they expect users to use them and then imple-
ment and record and re-test them with selenium.

Regression tests give you a level of confidence 
that any changes you have made haven’t caused 
any issues or broken anything. they can’t test ev-
erything, so you still want QA to give your applica-
tion a good independent test.

In the above example we would use Apache Ant 
to control ZAP by the rest api, to kick off things like 
spider and active scanner. this gives some lev-
els of automated security testing that you can use 
in your continuos integration. the mapping/spi-
der can be set to complete first, then active scan-

ner would be run. the REst API is asynchronous 
and the will poll the scanner to see how it has pro-
gressed.

ZAP will detect passive vulnerabilities such as 
missing HttpOnly or secure cookie Flags where-
as the active scanner finds critical Xss and sQ-
Li other vulnerabilities It is important to remember 
that there are some types of errors that can not be 
found with automated scanning, so its important if 
security is taken seriously in your organisation, to 
have the security team to have a review and pen-
etration test of your application.

By using ZAP in this way, the basic vulnerabilities 
in your web application should have been found 
and then are able fixed in the early stages of the 
development lifecycle.

For more information and a full video example 
go to simon Bennetts video tutorial: http//code.
google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/SecRegTests.

Summary
If you’re a developer interested in security or a pro-
fessional pen tester, ZAP definitely has something 
for you. It is a powerful tool to aid developers and 
QA testers with easily integrating security in to the 
sDLc and also serves from beginner up to ad-
vanced penetration testers in their line of duty.

It’s going to take a lot of work to change the cul-
ture of Information security. It’s a risk management 
project on a grand scale. Get involved, educate, 
spread the work, take action and help change the 
culture.

the extensible architecture and constant devel-
opment of ZAP makes for an exciting future for this 
Open source project.

For full instructions and a wealth of ZAP informa-
tion, see the OWAsP project page:

WARNING Active scans must not be performed on Public 
websites

without the owners written permission as it 
illegal. 
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Google Summer Of Code 2012 Projects
There are 3 ZAP related google summer of code proj-
ects:

•  Redesign of site crawler with sessions awareness – 
Student: Cosmin Stefan – Org: OWASP – Mentor: Si-
mon Bennetts

•  Enhanced AJAX integration – Student: Guifre Ruiz – 
Org: OWASP – Mentor: Skyler Onken

•  Websocket Testing Tool – Student: robert Koch – 
Org: Mozilla – Mentor: Yvan Boily

‘This is really great news – its a great opportunity for 
the students to work on a high profile security project, 
and ZAP will be significantly enhanced by their work!’ – 
Simon Bennetts http://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/
GSoC2012.
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As a result, wireless networks of various 
kinds have gained much popularity. But 
with the added convenience of wireless ac-

cess come new problems, not the least of which 
are heightened security concerns. When transmis-
sions are broadcast over radio waves, interception 
and masquerading becomes trivial to anyone with 
a radio, and so there is a need to employ additional 
mechanisms to protect the communications.

In this article we want to focus on some of the 
hidden flaws that were never taken seriously. Auto-

Wireless Eurynomus  
A Wireless (802.11) Probe Request Based Attack

In the recent years, the proliferation of laptop computers and 
smart phones has caused an increase in the range of places people 
perform computing. At the same time, network connectivity 
is becoming an increasingly integral part of computing 
environments. 

connect is a simple and one of the most conniving 
facility provided by all the clients of wireless Ac-
cess Points. this feature can also be used to com-
promise a client and the attack is counted as one 
of the deadliest silent attacks.

Target Audience
this attack can affect any of the technical and non 
technical users of the 802.11 interface. But the 
technical details of this attack require usage of 
Wireshark, a little understanding of packet details 

Figure 1. Non-data transfer

Figure 2. Data transfer to the Internet
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over wireless and some of the details about the 
probe and beacon frames.

Scope Of Attack
this attack is almost new born to the world of wire-
less and the Internet. this attack is fully capable 
of creating an intermediate connection between 
any client and attacker. talking about the scope of 
this attack, it can be of wide variety. For example 
if an attacker walks into a company premises and 
just by monitoring the air, he can easily find out the 
probes in air and can attack any laptop or he can 
attack any smartphone and can collect contact de-
tails of clients. this is just a simple scenario; cases 
can be like t.J maxx credit card incident. (http://
news.cnet.com/2100-7348_3-6169450.html)

Flow Diagrams For Attacks
Case -1
Attacker just wants to have connectivity (Non-data 
transfer; Figure 1). In this scenario, the attacker 
just wants to have connectivity over the victim, af-
ter that he might be interested to do some of the 
post tasks like launching a Metasploit module or 
some of the custom coded exploits. And since the 
victim is only sending the gratuitous request, he 
will only get some connectivity to the attacker’s fic-
titious network. After that no data transfer will hap-
pen because of lack of internet connectivity.

Case – 2 
Attacker wants to have connectivity as well as data 
transfer to the Internet (Figure 2). In this scenar-
io, the attacker wants the victim to connect with 
the attacker’s machine so he could send the data 
packets to the Internet. In this case he only wants 
to monitor the data.

hardware And Software Requirements
to perform this attack, we will need an entire lab 
setup with specific software requirements and 
some hardware requirements. Hardware require-
ments include:

•  Access point
•  2 laptop (1 as attacker and 1 as victim)
•  Wireless card (internal or external)
•  1 smartphone (optional requirement)

software requirement

•  Backtrack operating system (4-revision2 or 
higher version).

•  All other required tools are preconfigured in it.

Understanding Probes And Beacons
When a client turns on its wireless interface, at 
the same time the wireless interface starts to send 
many probe requests to find if there is an access 
point available or not. similarly any access point is 

Figure 3. Connecting over the Acess point Figure 5. Probe requests by clients

Figure 4. Implementation

http://news.cnet.com/2100-7348_3-6169450.html
http://news.cnet.com/2100-7348_3-6169450.html
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also sending the beacon frames to show its pres-
ence. Once the client gets connected to an access 
point, there is a facility provided by different ma-
chines to remember that access point. Whenev-
er the client comes into the range it automatically 
gets connected. this is simply because the client 
is continuously sending probe requests in the air to 
find if any saved AP is available.

Types Of Attacks

•  IP level connectivity attacks (Metasploit based)
•  Relay the packets to AP (MItM based attacks)
•  Depending upon the usage, attacks can be in-

tegrated and the client is still unknown.

Attack Scenario
to understand (Figure 3) this attack, the working 
of the Access Point must be clear. so, what we 
are trying to implement is, a client who is not con-
nected to any wireless AP and having his wireless 
interface up and running. the wireless interface al-
ways transmits some probe request from its PNL 
i.e. Preferred Network List. It is just a sense of in-
security and a shocking fact that it is independent 
of any AP. First of all we will try to make a moni-
tor mode interface in the air, which can accept all 
the packets over the air regardless if the packet 

is destined for it or not. this is very similar to pro-
miscuous mode over the wired network, used for 
the purpose of sniffing. After finding the probes 
of the clients, we will create a soft AP or known 
as virtual AP. A soft access point is created by a 
set of software which continuously sends out the 
beacon frames to show all nearby clients about its 
presence. since the client is already attempting to 
connect to that access point. It will automatically 
connect to the attacker. Now, if a DHcP is running 
over the attacker it will automatically receive an IP 
or if there is no DHcP is running then client will re-
ceive an IP of the range 169.xxx.xxx.xxx will sent 
gratuitous packets. Once the IP is assigned, the 
tap interface created by soft AP, can have IP level 
connectivity with the client and the best part is that 
the client remains unaware of the situation.

Implementation
We have used a Backtrack machine (attacker) and 
a I-Phone (victim) to implement our attack scenar-
io. A monitor mode interface is being created at the 
top of a wireless interface, this monitor mode inter-
face can be easily created by using airmon-ng set 
of tools. the wlan0 (wireless) interface is up and 
running (Figure 4).

# airmon-ng start wlan0

Monitor mode enabled on mon0 indicates that the 
monitor mode has been created and now we can 
monitor the air. to monitor the air, simply airodump 
can be used over the mon0 interface. this along 

Figure 7. Connection to Hitesh network Figure 9. # ifconfig at0; # ping 169.254.28.3

Figure 8. # ifconfig -a

Figure 6. airbase-ng
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with the AP will also give the details of the clients 
that are associated or trying to associate with the 
network in the surroundings (Figure 5)

# airodump-ng mon0

After finding the probe request name, the attacker 
can easily create a soft AP or virtual access point 
with any of the bssid as well as any essid. Here 
I have used an essid of name Hitesh just for the 
sake of example.

# airbase-ng  -a <bssid>  -e  <essid/name>  mon0

the Airbase set of tools has got a lots of options, 
it can send responses to any of the probe re-
quests that client is transmitting via its radio but 
for the sake of simplicity we have used this sce-
nario. the interesting thing about this soft AP is 
that it also creates a tap interface. It’s little basic 
that our access point always have 2 cards in it, 
one is wireless and other is for wired interface. 
this tap interface is the same clone of wired in-
terface named as at0. (Figure 6). As a result of 
this client will automatically get connected to this 
“hitesh” network since there is no DHcP running 
over the attacker machine (Figure 7).

the client will get an IP address of the range 169.
xxx.xxx.xxx and will try to send gratuitous packets. 
One can also use these packets as an ARP packet 
to send it back to the IP. so, there is can be attack at 
every phase. One can also verify this by using Wire-
shark and capturing each and every packet. these 
packet will show that client is again and again trying 

to send DHcP request and failing so that finally it is 
getting an IP range 0f 169.xxx.xxx.xxx.In the mean 
while one can also set a DHcP and can easily trans-
fer the packets to the Internet via its bridge interface 
and can perform Man In the Middle Attacks. Now 
the final step is to just up the at0 interface and set 
the ip of the same range and same subnet that can 
be easily done with the ipconfig utility (Figure 8)

# ifconfig -a

Finally the proof of the IP level connectivity, Post 
that one can easily launch some Metasploit mod-
ules or other various set of attacks (Figure 9).

# ifconfig at0
# ping 169.254.28.3
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Comments

•  Type of access point used for testing – a zxdsl router 
for this attack as a lab setup, but it will hardly matter 
if you use any other also, since all router broadcast 
same beacon frames 

•  Type/model of wireless cards have been used for te-
sting – an alfa wireless external card AWUS036H se-
ries, but anyone can use their laptop inbuilt card 

•  Victim can have any operating system like windows 
xp or 7 or even linux machine, the probe request 
will always be sent into the air, since this is how the 
the wireless auto connect feature works in all ope-
rating system. I didn’t tested it on MAC, and cannot 
say much about it. Regarding the antivirus that co-
mes to the post exploitation task, and if any ATTAC-
KER wants to have Man In the Middle attack to per-
form, then a fully patched (with antivirus and firewall) 
machine can be compromised. because its the victim 
who is trying to connect to us. 

•  I used a IOS4 – jail breaked version for this experi-
ment purpose.
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the volume of phishing attacks has in-
creased, as have their variety and sophis-
tication. Even security experts struggle to 

identify some of the fakes. the phishers cast their 
rods farther and with more efficiency than ever be-
fore. they can easily download phishing site cre-
ation tools and produce convincing messages and 
pages. Expecting an average Pc user to beat 
these guys without any help is tantamount to pit-
ting an average golfer against tiger Woods.

It can seem at times the only people who like 
change are Internet attackers. And they don’t just 
like it – they need it. technology’s rapid chang-
es give cybercriminals new attack vectors to ex-
ploit, and new ways to turn a profit out of someone 
else’s misfortune.

Internet attackers have made a profession out 
of rapid change of a multitude of factors – attack 
vector, sophistication, volume and approach. the 
malware market has been monetised and we are 
seeing the strongest ever driving forces to come 
up with new approaches to beat security products 
and users common sense.

For example, take phishing. the concept is sim-
ple: send an email disguised as a message from 
a bank, PayPal, or UPs. Wait for the user to click 
a link in the message, and enter their private de-
tails into a phishing site, and presto! the attacker 

Securing Users  
from Phishing, Smishing & Social Media Attacks

Some experts believe one of the best solutions to thwart phishing 
attacks is end-user training, but can we really train every computer 
user to be sufficiently security literate? Will it ever be the case that 
anyone can distinguish a phishing message from a genuine  
bank email? 

attains financial or personal login details that can 
be used to commit fraud or theft. Of course, it was 
only a matter of time before people caught on to 
email scams. Users read again and again not to 
click on such links. Mail solutions became better 
at spotting phishing emails and filtering them into 
a junk email folder. Even free Web mail providers 
now catch the majority of these attacks.

Once cybercriminals noticed their tradition-
al phishing approaches were returning lower re-
sponse rates, they rapidly adjusted to new medi-
ums. As a result, a new trend emerged: smishing 
(social media phishing and sMs phishing) became 
the new trend in cyber attacks.

the underlying concept is the same, but the at-
tack mechanism is different. Instead of targeting 
users via email, cybercriminals use social media 
messaging and text messaging advertising to lure 
victims.

For hackers, it’s the perfect opportunity. they can 
cheaply buy lists of Facebook login details, hack in-
to users’ accounts, and send personal-looking mes-
sages to an individual’s entire friend list. the majority 
of users are more trusting of a post from a friend than  
a suspicious email in their in-box, making smish-
ing more effective at luring users to phishing sites.

We seem to take phishing attacks for granted 
these days, in much the same way that we’ve ac-
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cepted spam as a natural, and inevitable, by-prod-
uct of email. some experts believe one of the best 
solutions to thwart phishing attacks is end-user 
training, but I doubt training alone is a viable solu-
tion. can we really train every computer user to be 
sufficiently security literate, such that anyone can 
distinguish a phishing message from a genuine 
bank email? I doubt its possibility, especially given 
how specific the details in spear phishing (phishing 
targeted at specific people and/or companies) at-
tacks have become.

It used to be that thieves could satiate their hunger 
for evil (and money) merely through the emulation of  
a consumer bank or a PayPal login screen. While 
these low-hanging-fruit scams show no signs of 
abating, even following major busts of phishing 
rings, we’ve seen new types of phishing attacks 
that wear the mask of a Web security product, 
persuading users to follow through on fake spam 
quarantine messages, or security update alerts, 
sometimes using the name of real vendors. It’s all 
very plausible.

Unfortunately, the average user is not a trained 
security expert – and why should he or she be? 
criminals lure users into phishing and email scams 
in much the same way street cons lure some peo-

ple into losing their wallet at three-card Monte. We 
let curiosity get the best of us, and at times can be 
gullible. Like street hustlers, cybercriminals aren’t 
afraid to experiment with hacking our inclinations 
(or, as many security experts call it, social engi-
neering). the volume of phishing attacks has in-
creased, as have their variety and sophistication. 
Even security experts struggle to identify some of 
the fakes.

the phishers cast their rods farther and with more 
efficiency than ever before. they can easily download 
phishing site creation tools (yes they exist) and pro-
duce convincing messages and pages. Expecting  
an average Pc user to beat these guys without 
any help is tantamount to pitting an average golfer 
against tiger Woods (albeit a few years ago; no of-
fense, tiger). the criminal’s job is to create online 
scams that work, and the returns on their invest-
ments are huge. Why would we expect non-crim-
inally-minded users to be more adept at spotting 
scams, than scammers are at reeling in the users?

technology has to step up its game. We need to 
continue to make it harder and less lucrative for 
online scammers to do their “jobs.” that’s really 
the most effective way to stop phishers from at-
tacking our end users.

a d v e r t i s e m e n t

http://workbooks.com
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Phishing is a good example of how the cy-
bercriminal utilises social Engineering tech-
niques combined with technology to grift mon-
ey from an innocent Internet bystander. send an 
email to the victim purporting to be from some-
one else, be it a bank, paypal or from a spy-
ware infected machine disguising the email in the 
form of a genuine email from a friends address.  
Wait on the susceptible user to click on it believ-
ing it to be genuine, enter their private details into 
a fake site and hey presto the attacker has hood-
winked you and has financial or personal login de-
tails of yours. the average phishing site that stays 
online for an average of 5.9 days does enough 
damage to afford change (stat from APWG.com – 
the Anti-Phishing Workgroup).

Users have read again and again in articles, 
in warnings on bank sites, in email services and 
from friends not to click on such links, but they still 
do! Mail solutions have gotten better at discerning 
Phishing attacks and putting them correctly in to 
anti-spam filters. Even in free webmail solutions 
Phishing attacks are put into the junk folder the 
majority of the time. so users believe the Phish-
ing mails won’t reach them and they think twice 
before they click on a suspicious email. 

so have the criminals sat on their laurels!? When 
they noticed the traditional Phishing approaches 
returning a lower response rate they rapidly ad-
justed to new mediums and we now have this new 
format of smishing with two definitions, both harm-
ful and both sophisticated enough to be impacting 
users. Variously termed as meaning social Media 
phishing or sMs Phishing they are both a progres-
sion of attackers approaches. 

social Media Phishing means instead of 
sending the advert, fake link, or message in 
email they are utilising social media messag-
ing and advertising to direct the user through to 
their fake site location. Getting a posting on-
to your Facebook page for example or receiving  
a social Media message seemingly has more trust 
equity with users than email, with users believing 
fakes only come to them in email as spam. On so-
cial web sites they seemingly have entered into a 
different mindset of trust.

you can cheaply buy lists of Facebook login de-
tails on the web – for example a recent site was 
seen offering 1000 facebook account login de-
tails for L16.50, very affordable at the worst of 
times. With such easy ammunition it’s not a big 
step for someone to utilise each of these ac-
counts and to send personal looking messages 

to all linked friends of the individual, sending a 
‘have you see this site’ message, an advert or 
simply a link to a fake site. Users are lulled into  
a greater trust of the message, having not been 
use to receiving this sort of message in this new 
more trusted medium.

sMs Phishing involves criminals switching their 
attacks to target a weaker link. Users are constant-
ly educated to maintain suspicion when opening 
messages in email on a Pc device and typical-
ly have security software running on these ma-
chines, be it antivirus, spyware protection, firewalls 
and other mediums of protection. Users have be-
come rapidly more mobile and take for granted the 
ability to now access the internet from devices oth-
er than their Pc. text messaging has become a 
‘taken for granted’ communications medium with 
many youngsters sending/receiving upwards of 
100 messages a day.

Attackers have found ways to send masses of 
automated and believable looking text messages 
to users including URL links for the user to view.

Major Pc based web browser software now has 
phishing protection built in to alert the user to sus-
picious sites, and users generally can hover over 
a link to display the true web site, but on mobile 
phones we are not seeing the same browsers, the 
same versions nor the same protection levels to 
help users avoid malicious fake sites.

so user beware, what you see may not always 
be what you get, particularly in the world of the cy-
ber transaction. When you see a message from 
someone you think you know, don’t assume it was 
them who sent it from their account, look once, 
think twice before you click, whether it be an email, 
a social media message or a text message!
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the multi-dimensional characteristics of cy-
ber space have dissolved the boundaries 
between digital landscape and physical se-

curity, facilitating cyber-attacks that produce dev-
astating impacts to critical infrastructure, as well as 
corporate and Government assets. 

Global security experts face the challenge of at-
tempting to develop techniques to deter and prevent 
these global threats. this challenge is complicated 
further by the rate at which the digital paradigm con-
tinues to evolve at a rate which is often considerably 
faster than the ability to keep up with these develop-
ments. this disparity has, unsurprisingly, created an 
impression, shared throughout the cyber communi-
ty, that implementing strategies to control the digi-
tal domain has become unachievable. As a result of 
these challenges and many others, cyber Warfare 
is set to be one of the greatest challenges posed to 
the 21st century. 

this article will examine the characteristics of 
cyber War operations in order to clarify the ambi-
guities surrounding these concepts. such an ex-
amination is necessary in order to ensure that the 
components of cyber War are not confused with in-
terrelated disciplines such as Information Warfare. 
Real world examples of cyber Attacks will then be 
discussed in order to assess the “nuts and bolts” 
of cyber-attack operations and to examine whether 

Digital Apocalypse
The Artillery of Cyber War

Cyberspace is now the digital frontier of choice for executing many 
combat operations, by extending the medium in which greater levels 
of power can now be accessed by Machiavelli agents, militants and 
nation-states. Squads of cyber militants going under the banner of 
Anonymous and LulzSecare, motivated by the ease in which they can 
now execute high impact operations whilst avoiding detection, are just 
a few of the much publicised names synonymous with cyber terrorism.

the world is really prepared for the possibility of a 
“digital apocalypse”. throughout the analysis this 
paper aims to emphasise that deterring cyber War 
is the key to addressing this challenge.

Cyber Warfare – A Definition 
Over the past few decades experts and academics 
have explored whether the possibility of a cyber 
War was in fact a plausible threat. Early pioneers 
navigating through this new landscape had con-
jured up post-apocalyptic visions of the impact of 
cyber War, bearing resemblances to scenes from 
a science fiction film. today, cyber War is no lon-
ger being examined from a theoretical perspective, 
as these dynamic threats have emerged through-
out the global systems and networks. Experts are 
no longer debating the possibility of cyber War but 
what can be done to stop these threats. 

Despite the widespread acknowledgement of 
cyber War, the definition of these threats remains 
under scrutiny. Experts such as Bruce schneier 
have stated that many definitions of cyber War in 
current circulation are flawed as they confuse a 
range of other computer security related concepts 
such as Information Warfare, Hacking and Net-
work centric Warfare. In order to, clarify ambigui-
ties surrounding cyber War, for the purpose of this 
discussion, cyber War is defined as:
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“Internet-based conflict involving politically motivated at-
tacks on information and information systems. Cyber war-
fare attacks can disable official websites and networks, dis-
rupt or disable essential services, steal or alter classified da-
ta, and cripple financial systems – among many other possi-
bilities.” (Rouse, 2010) 

For the purpose of this discussion, the focus of 
cyber War conflicts will be examined in terms of 
its impact to the physical realm, in particularly to 
its impact to critical infrastructures. 

The First Warning Shots
Recorded examples of the impact of cyber-attacks 
on critical infrastructures have been around for over 
a decade. One of the earliest cyber-attacks on criti-
cal infrastructure took place in January 2000, in 
Queensland, Australia. Where a disgruntled former 
employee at a manufacturing company hacked into 
the organisations computer, using privileged knowl-
edge of the system, and took control of the Super-
visory Control and Data Acquisition (scADA) sys-
tem. the protagonist was able to maliciously attack 
the system causing physical pumps to release raw 
sewage, producing a considerable amount of dam-
age. Although this attack is not constituted as cyber 
warfare, it demonstrated the possibility for a digital 
attack to create a detrimental financial impact and 
create havoc on critical infrastructures. since this 
time, there have been a number of attacks classed 
as acts of cyber war, such as the 2007 attacks, 
launched against the Government of Estonia. In 
this example, attackers utilised a variety of different 
attack methods such as Denial of services (Dos), 
website defacement and other malware. this was 
one of the earliest examples demonstrating the in-
creased level of sophistication of cyber-attacks to 
be launched against a nation-state. 

The Digital Artillery 
the arsenal of a cyber War attack consists of the 
usual suspects, such Dos, attacks on DNs infra-
structure, anti-forensic techniques, and wide-scale 
use of Worm, Zombies, trojan and clichéd meth-
ods of electronics attack. However cyber War rep-
resents much more than a Dos attack. When as-
sessing state-of-the-art cyber War Artillery, one 
name comes to mind – stuxnet.

State-of-the-Art: Stuxnet 
the ultimate state-of-the-art weapon identified in 
the cyber warfare arsenal, so far, is the stuxnet 

worm. First launched in to the digital landscape in 
June 2009, stuxnet has become one of the heavily 
scrutinised, real world examples of cyber Warfare 
attacks, with global security and technology com-
munities still struggling to fully comprehend the com-
plexities of its design almost two years on since its 
initial release. stuxnet’s international attention has 
been achieved from the sheer sophistication in de-
sign which is composed of a comprehensive array of 
attack exploits and covert methods for avoiding de-
tection. stuxnet is the magnum opus in the malware 
hall of fame.

the stuxnet worm infects computers running 
Windows Os, and is initially distributed via UsB 
drives thereby enabling it to gain access to sys-
tems logically separated from the Internet. Once 
access has been gained it then orchestrates a va-
riety of exploits from its toolkit designed to specifi-
cally target vulnerabilities its intelligent design is 
able to identify in the target host. 

stuxnet’s artillery includes uses an array of ex-
ploit methods, meticulously designed to circumvent 
the logical sequence security measures, one lay-
er at a time. Exploits included stolen Digital cer-
tificates, Rootkits, Zero-Day Exploits, methods for 
evading Anti-Virus detection, hooking codes, com-
plex process injections, network injection, to name 
a few. these exploits however do not affect just any 
old computer, aside from propagating further. the 
extraordinarily designed piece of malware has one 
solitary target in mind – Industrial control systems/ 
supervisory control and Data Acquisition* (Ics/
scADA) and attached computer systems. With a 
specific Ics/scADA being targeted in Iran, stux-
net reprograms the Programmable Logic controller 
(PLc), made by siemens, to execute in the manner 
that the attack designers have planned for them to 
operate within.
* Bruce schneier argues that stuxnet only targets Ics and press re-
leases have mis-referenced stuxnet to also target scADA “is technical-
ly incorrect”. For further details refer to: http://www.schneier.com/blog/ar-
chives/2010/10/stuxnet.html

While experts are still dissecting stuxnet, it is ap-
parent that the creation is the work of a team of 
highly skilled professionals. some estimates 
have stating that it would have taken a team of 8 
– 10 security experts to write over the course of 
6 months (schneier). Many are referring to stux-
net’s creation as a “marksman’s job” due to its tar-
geted approach and expert precision.

Given stuxnet is considered to be one of the 
greatest malware masterpieces the temptation 

http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2010/10/stuxnet.html
http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2010/10/stuxnet.html
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to examine its architecture in greater detail could 
not be resisted. symantec’s “W32.stuxnet Dos-
sier Version 1.4” provides a detailed analysis de-
lineating the technical attributes composed with-
in stuxnet and this 69 page document created 
by members of their security Response team 
is used as the basis for the following examina-
tion. the full array of technical features is outside 
of the scope of this article so a brief overview of 
stuxnet’s architectural components will be sum-
marised below. 

Breaking Down Stuxnet 
The Core – .DLL files 
At the core of stuxnet is a large .dll file containing an 
array of resources, diverse exports as well as en-
crypted configuration blocks. In order to load these 
.dll files, stuxnet has the capability to evade detec-
tion of a host intrusion protection programs which 
monitor any LoadLibrary calls. these .dlls and en-
crypted configuration blocks are stored in a wrapper 
referred to as the ‘stub’. two procedures are then 
employed to call Exported function. Extract .dll is 
then mapped into memory module and calls one of 
the exports from mapped .dll. A pointer to the stub is 
then passed as a parameter. stuxnet then proceeds 
to inject the entire DLL into another process, once 
exports are called. Injecting processes can include 
existing or newly created arbitrary process or a pre-
selected trusted process. 

The Process of Injection 
targeted trusted processes are directed at a num-
ber of standard Windows processes associat-
ed with a range of security products, including – 
McAfee (Mcshield.exe); kaspersky kAV (avp.exe); 
symantec (rtvscan.exe); symantec common cli-
ent (ccSvcHst.exe); trend Pc-cillin (tmpproxy.exe) 
to name a few. stuxnet then searches the registry 
for any indication that McAfee, trend Pc-cillin or 
kaspersky’s kAV (v.6-9) software is in operation. 
If stuxnet is able to identify any of these technolo-
gies it then extracts the version which is used to 
target how to process injections or whether it is un-
able to by-pass these security products.

Elevation of Administrative Access Rights
Another feature of stuxnet is in its ability to elevate 
access rights to run with the highest level of privi-
leges possible. stuxnet detects the level of privi-
leges assigned to it and if these are not Admin-
istrative Access Rights it then executes zero-day 
privilege escalation attacks, such as Ms10-073. 

the attack vector used is based on the operating 
system of the compromised computer. If the oper-
ating system is Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Win-
dows server 2008 R2 the currently undisclosed 
task scheduler Escalation of Privilege vulnerabil-
ity is exploited. If the operating system is Windows 
XP or Windows 2000 the Windows Win32k.sys Lo-
cal Privilege Escalation vulnerability (Ms10-073) is 
exploited. 

Load Points 
stuxnet loads the driver “Mrxcls.sys” which is digi-
tally signed with a compromised Realtek certificate 
(which Verisign previously revoked). Another ver-
sion of this driver was also identified to be using a 
digital certificate from JMicron. 

the aim of the Mrxcls.sys is to inject copies of 
stuxnet into specific processes therefore acting as 
the central load-point for exploits. targeted process-
es include – Services.exe; S7tgtopx.exe; CCPro-
jectMgr.exe.

The Target: Programmable Logic Controllers 
We now arrive at stuxnet’s ultimate goal – in-
fecting simatic’s Programmable Logic controller 
(PLc) devices. stuxnet accomplishes this by load-
ing blocks of code and data (written in scL or stL 
languages) which are then executed by the PLc in 
order to control industrial processes. In doing so, 
stuxnet is able to orchestrate a range of functions 
such as:

•  Monitoring Read/Writes PLc blocks 
•  covertly masks that the PLc is compromised
•  compromise a PLc by implementing its own 

blocks or infecting original blocks.

The Grand Finale
Now that stuxnet has finally exploited the PLc 
it has achieved it has reached its final destina-
tion. Where stuxnet is then able to execute its 
final exploits which is to slow down or speed up 
frequency motors. For example when the fre-
quency of motor is running between 807Hz and 
1210Hz, stuxnet adjusts the output frequency 
for shorter periods of time to 1410Hz and subse-
quently to 2Hz and then back to 1064Hz. these 
frequencies are typically used by centrifuges in 
uranium enrichment plants. Ultimately stuxnet is 
designed to destabilize Ics/scADA by chang-
ing the speeds in uranium centrifuges to sabo-
tage operations, with the potential for devastat-
ing consequences. 
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Little Brother – Duqu
In the september of 2011, researchers at the Bu-
dapest University’s Laboratory for Cryptography 
and System Security (crysys) made the alarming 
discovery of a trojan resembling stuxnet. their 
fears were confirmed after dissecting this new 
threat revealed components were close to being 
identical to stuxnet indicating that the writers were 
indeed the same authors, or persons with access 
to the source code of stuxnet. they labelled this 
new threat “Duqu” due to its design in which it cre-
ates file names with the prefix ~DQ.

Duqu is a remote access trojan designed to 
steal information from the victim machine and is 
designed to act as a precursor to a future mal-
ware attack, similar to the stuxnet operation. 
Duqu is designed to act in much the same way 
as a reconnaissance agent gathering intelligence 
from a variety of targets, and like stuxnet; Duqu’s 
primary targets are industrial infrastructure. Da-
ta sources collected by this trojan include design 
documents, keystrokes records and other sys-
tem information. Once this intelligence has been 
gathered by the trojan, it is then returned to the 
command and control servers, over HttP and 
HttPs, positioned across global locations such 
as china, Germany, Vietnam, India and Belgium. 
this information can then be used by Duqu’s cre-
ators to then launch a premeditated cyber assault 
against the designated target. By default Duqu is 
designed to operate for a set period of time (either 
30 or 36 days depending on the configuration). 
After which the Duqu will automatically remove it-
self from the system. A comparison of Duqu and 
stuxnet demonstrates: 

•  Duqu’s executables were created using the 
same source code as stuxnet. 

•  Duqu’s payload resembles no similarity to that 
of stuxnet. Duqu’s payload is written with the 
intention of conducting remote access capabil-
ities whereas stuxnet’s payload is designed to 
sabotage an Ics/scADA.

•  Duqu’s Payload aims to capture keystrokes 
and system information rather than modify tar-
get systems.

•  Duqu (being a trojan) do not contain any self-
propagation capabilities as found in worms like 
stuxnet. 

•  Duqu in one example is distributed by attack-
ers using specially crafted email containing a 
word document which exploits an unpatched 
0-day vulnerability to

•  Like stuxnet, Duqu’s utilities include stolen 
signing certificates for signing drivers stolen 
from a company in taiwan, with an expiry date 
of August 2nd 2011. these certificates were 
later revoked on October 14th 2011.

the resemblances in design of stuxnet and Duqu 
indicate that they were most likely developed by 
the same authors. kaspersky Lab’s Analysts ex-
amining the source code of both programs state 
that – “We believe Duqu and stuxnet were simul-
taneous projects supported by the same team of 
developers”.

The Launch Pad – Tilded
How did stuxnet and Duqu manage to launch 
some of the most effective cyber-attacks on re-
cord so far? the “launch pad” for this cyber artil-
lery goes by the name of tilded. 

the tilded platform is modular in nature and is 
designed to conceal the activities of malicious soft-
ware by employing techniques such as encryption, 
thereby evading detection by anti-virus solutions. 
By utilising the tilded platform developers of cy-
ber weapons can simply change the payload, en-
cryption techniques or configuration files in order 
to launch any number of exploits against a range 
of targets. File naming conventions used by til-
ded’s developers employed the tilde symbol and 
the letter “d” combining the two resulted in adopt-
ing the name – tilded. the tilded team of develop-
ers however still remain unknown.

What we do know about tilded is that it has un-
dergone significant changes since its inception in 
2007 with subsequent revisions created through 
to 2010. the researchers at kaspersky have been 
able to confirm that a number of projects were 
undertaken between this period where programs 
based on the “tilded” platform were circulated in 
cyberspace, stuxnet and Duqu being two exam-
ples. While other researchers have indicated an-
other variant exists, the stars worm (also target-
ing Ics/scADA systems) resembles stuxnet. How 
many other programs have also been created but 
may not yet have been detected remains to be de-
termined. What is clear is that as tilded and simi-
lar programs continue to develop, we will see en-
hanced prototypes being catapulted into the digital 
limelight.

Are We Prepared for a Digital Apocalypse?
On the May 6th 2012, the Us Department of 
Homeland security reported that a major cy-
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ber Attack was being launched against computer 
systems used for a national gas pipeline compa-
ny supplying a total of twenty five percent of the 
United states energy. the cyber strike has been 
traced back to a single source and many experts 
believe that this is an early indicator of a highly or-
ganised cyber Warfare operation. Early detection 
of the warning signs of such an attack has instilled 
reassurance throughout the wider global commu-
nity that adequate mechanisms are now in place 
to ensure, at the minimum, a wide-scale cyber-at-
tack will be detected and deterred prior to it ac-
complishing any major impact.

As discussed, the dynamic and often unpredict-
able composition of emerging threats reveals the 
critical need for developing new strategies within 
the cyber security community, so that detection 
of these unconventional threats can be done so 
with greater accuracy and prior to them develop-
ing the capability to orchestrate operations. RAND 
corporation has stated that as long as systems 
have flaws, cyber-attacks will be possible and “…
as long as nations rely on computer networks as a 
foundation for military and economic power and as 
long as such computer networks are accessible to 
the outside, they are at risk”. Deterrence therefore 
is the key. 

Despite these challenges, real progress is being 
made. As the nature of cyber Warfare becomes 
better understood, in spite of its complexities, a 

foundation for understanding these multifaceted 
threats is now being established. the next chal-
lenge being faced is in developing strategies/
frameworks to deter the motivational factors lead-
ing to the creation of these threats whereby influ-
encing the mindset of cyber militants will be the 
key defence mechanism available to preventing a 
digital apocalypse.
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the voice erupts from a badly regulated radio 
speaker…

“I don’t know Raman!...”, says Abderrahim quick-
ly moving his wheeled chair between two segment 
of the main panel in the control room.

Looking to the side panel Abderrahim found two 
minor alarms… “what’s wrong?” abruptly says…

the alarms have been activated by two unau-
thorized attempts to access the terminal remote-
ly…

“Hey Abder… the fan hasn’t started to lower wa-
ter temperature level… what’s wrong?” Raman 
voice increases his intensity.

“Buzzer begins to signal core overheating! you 
must do something quickly!…”… a slight sense of 
panic betray Raman words. A panic that Abderra-
him founds appropriate for the situation.

Ok. Let’s try our manual start procedure… but 
what means this new panel alarm? What’s on the 
console?...

A yellow message over a black screen on other 
side of the panel says “smile u been pwnd… your 
coffee pot should blow up your ass!”

Damn kids! the manual start doesn’t work…
“Raman! you hear me? the manual re-

start of core injectors doesn’t work from here… 
you must do something down there! Quick- 
ly!...” 

The Box holes  
Pen Testing a SCADA platform

Midnight.
It is hot and humid down here… Temperature is at 36 Celsius.
The temperature processor should start computing the increased 
level and begin to compensate.
The core is up to 84 Celsius, but in less than a minute the injectors 
should start their work.
Unless some problems… 
“I have not heard the fan starting Abder… what’s wrong?”

SCADA platform introduction
Nobody wanna be in such condition isn’t it? 

In the last decade scADA (Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition) systems have moved from 
proprietary, closed, networks to open source solu-
tions and tcP/IP enabled networks. their original 
“security through obscurity” approach, in terms of 
protection against unauthorized access, has fall-
en, together with their interconnection limits. 

this has made them open to communicate with 
the rest of the world, but vulnerable, as our tradi-
tional computer networks. 

As a result, some highly publicised successful in-
trusions has been told by the press, but many oth-
er attacks against energy, transportation and other 
industrial fields have gone unnoticed or untold.

One thing to keep in mind is that scADA systems 
manage many critical infrastructures of our life, from 
power grids to railways, from aqueducts to airports 
and vulnerabilities discovered on such systems 
could have a deep impact on the overall security of the  
country.

Rest to be noted that, despite security testing 
has included corporate networks, systems, and 
software, since the advent of Ict security, scADA 
systems have been relatively new as a target for 
Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration tests 
due to the above-mentioned historic reasons.
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testing scADA systems is not a usual task, in 
terms of complexity and strategy.

In fact, every scADA system has specific archi-
tectures and protocols and, despite the introduc-
tion of tcP/IP, other aspects are completely differ-
ent from a platform to another.

therefore, test requires different skill and differ-
ent planning to be carried out properly.

In my experience, the main difference is due to 
the communication architecture of the tOE (target 
of Evaluation) and its access model.

If the tcP/IP is widely adopted on the scADA 
infrastructure and the Input system is based on a 
Windows or UNIX platform, then the testing strat-
egy can be moulded closely to a traditional Pen 
test.

If the tcP/IP is limited to small fraction of the 
environment and the Input system is a proprietary 
platform, then the test should be designed around 
different factors, such as the knowledge of the pro-
prietary platform and the adoption of known cus-
tom scripting for attacking the environment.

this seriously affects the choice of the team in 
order to fulfil the task quickly and smoothly.

In some cases, the knowledge of a very old scA-
DA environment is limited to few operators and 
some musty papers long forgotten by the original 
scADA retailer.

Often the customer thinks that security through 
obscurity ensure a sufficient level of protection… is 
up to us to demonstrate that recovering those pa-
pers and studying the manuals allows an attacker 
to bypass the few procedures enforced on the plat-
form… but this requires patience and competence.

In addition, despite it is not always applicable, 
the approach based on information gathering, 
scanning and exploiting continues to give satisfac-
tory results, even on scADA testing. 

However, do not forget our motto: “think outside-
the-box” it is a foundation on scADA testing too.

Testing the Box
several testing techniques are available, today, in 
the scADA field.

Problems arise for testers when facing custom 
proprietary platforms. Another important aspect is 
related to the testing radius. 

If networking elements and platforms are includ-
ed as targets of Evaluation (tOEs) then the com-
plexity and temporal extent of the analysis increas-
es significantly.

In my experience, as scADA/AtM Banking tes-
ter, I have met very complex networking infrastruc-
tures where the scADA systems are just the part 
of the entire environment and testing them re-
quires to properly planning the entire task identi-

Figure 1. A typical networked SCADA Environment
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fying specific skills needed to the team in order to 
fulfil the job.

this means that, unlike traditional pen testing, in 
this case the test should be organize around a very 
peculiar team made by properly skilled and expe-
rienced developers and sysadmins, with specific 
platform knowledge.

In other words in a proprietary scADA test you 
should prepare a fire-and-forget team, with at least 
one expert of the target platform.

During a funny, but important analysis made few 
years ago, on a public transportation platform, 
where the distributed control RtU was an old and 
“forgotten” scADA proprietary platform, my team 
has been rounded up with an old retiree, the only 
person we have found with skill good enough to 
ensure a proper testing of the environment.

the retiree has been a key person in the test, 
identifying several critical vulnerabilities. the fun 
was the discovery of a vulnerability affecting toi-
let service on the system… worst, with specific 
commands, once the platform was under attack-
er’s control, the automatic toilet flush could be re-
versed (with a result that anyone can imagine…

However, environment complexity does not nec-
essarily mean testing complexity.

some scADA platforms are just custom Win-
dows Operating systems, mainly Windows cE, 
2000 or XP, with tons of common vulnerabilities. 
they are usually not patched by the vendor be-
cause patching could affect operation availability 
of the platform, or because update them means 
a very long job or because it has not included in 
maintenance contract.

In these cases, the scADA platform is composed 
of a distributed system with a central “knowledge” 
that manages and monitors endpoint operations. 
the scADA platform is over the Os layer, as an 
application running on core devices with a limited 
part of it running on endpoints (Figure 1). 

testing strategy heavily depends on the charac-
teristics of the platform and its ecosystem.

In case of Windows boxes a traditional approach 
could be applied, at least in specific areas, other-
wise a specific attack strategy must be developed 
for the task. In particular it is very important to un-
derstand the communication mechanism and the 
networking protocol involved, especially if they rely 
on proprietary protocols and interfaces.

Often, the goal of system exploit could be reached 
through very simple and effective strategies by 
adopting “out-of-the-box” attacking scheme.

Figure 2. A complex SCADA environment
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In other cases, for example during some scADA 
banking tests, the resort of “physical” electronics 
devices could be the best way to achieve the ob-
jective. Nevertheless, all this means to study and 
customize the testing job accordingly and avoid re-
lying on commercial or open source scanners. Use 
your brain instead.

Obviously, the scanner is a valuable tool, but the 
tester must know how to use it accordingly to the 
analysis goal. 

In fact, the result taken from a scanner, if not 
properly verified, could lead to false positive or 
false negative evidences, thus lowering the cogen-
cy of the report.

this is particularly true in scADA testing.
As a general recommendation a scADA secu-

rity assessments should be bounded by a detailed 
assessment plan that specifies a schedule and 
budget, targets and goals, expected deliverables, 
hardware and resource requirements, rules of en-
gagement, and a recovery procedure. 

It is of capital importance that the team assigned 
to perform the assessment should be involved in 
the development of the assessment plan (Figure 
2).

Exploiting the box
As stated previously, attacking a scADA platform 
is an action full of consequences, in particular on 
production systems based on proprietary software 
and protocols.

One of the most concerning aspect is related to 
the possible interruption of service.

to avoid the risk, experience and competence 
are essential factors.

An experienced operator can predict the platform 
behaviour, a competent tester can, then, adapt the 
attacking pattern in order to avoid predictable mal-
functions without a too conservative approach that 
could thwart the testing results.

Only experience and competence can help the 
team to identify a correct attack sequence with a 
correct exploit selection and this is of capital im-
portance when the analysis goes deep and im-
poses to pwn the platform.

Often the platform complexity, in terms of num-
ber of elements, hides the simplicity of the code 
and its easy exploitability. But sometimes the lack 
of information about the proprietary software, 
or about custom specific customization, leads 
the entire team into the sea of doubts, where a 
move in a wrong direction could be devastat- 
ing.

In one of my first experience in this field our team, 
during a test for a network replay attack against a 
siemens system, wrongly define the number of re-
play packets sent against the tOE creating a dev-
astating Denial of service for the system’s cPU 
forced to replay the same action for eleven times 
in a row.

In another test, during an attempt to force au-
thentication on a MtU unit the tester, ignoring the 
presence of a limit on the attempt per seconds, 
has triggered a system reboot for overflow condi-
tion. Unfortunately, lately we have discovered that 
the password was very easy to guess…

In another task we have successfully intercepted 
authentication by a MitM, but we have ignored that 
the system does not support double authentication 
with same credential thus leading to the isolation 
of the MtU from the rest of the environment when 
our team have logged to verify the intercepted cre-
dentials.

this is where experience and competence are 
the sole chances to fulfil the task.

As you can imagine there are many ways a sys-
tem can be penetrated. 

some rely on the same principle adopted in a 
traditional testing, for example MitM for password 
stealing or Drive-by attacks against system’s us-
ers. For example, if we attack a laptop used to pro-
gram the PLc.

Another potential way is to prepare an UsB driver 
and give it to internal personnel working on scA-
DA system. this trick has been used by stuxnet to 
attack Iranian Wincc systems in 2010. 

Another interesting attack pattern relies on dial-
up modems and wardialing.

In fact, many scADA producers provide remote 
access to their platform so technical support staff 
can access the devices remotely. Remote access 
provides administrative level access to a system. 

By using a war dialer, or programs that dial con-
secutive phone numbers looking for modems, and 
with password cracking software, it is possible to 
gain access to systems. Last but not least, pass-
words used for remote access are often common 
to all implementations of a particular vendor’s sys-
tems and may have not been changed by the end 
user. 

Other techniques depend upon platform-related 
vulnerabilities, for example web-related exploits. 

this is a recent trend. Many scADA producers 
have integrated Web services inside their prod-
ucts in order to offer more flexible options to con-
nect and manage their platform. Obviously a vast 
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majority of them has decided to adopt Apache as a 
webserver, thus paving the way to Apache-related 
attacks or other exploitation techniques based on 
traditional web attacks. 

to define the best attacking strategy initial knowl-
edge based on experience and information gather-
ing are invaluable.

But let’s plan a SCADA Test
First of all, scADA test is not noob friendly and 
cannot be learned in Lab. 

this means that to put your hands on a testing 
environment you should be an experienced pen 
tester. 

Nobody wants to risk a production platform put-
ting it at mercy of an inexperienced tester, isn’t it?

Usually behind scADA rely an industrial pro-
duction line or worst a public service such as aq-
ueducts, railways or nuclear power plants… the 
team must be confident and very experienced on 
pen testing.

Normally scADA testing cannot be practically 
made as black box testing, too much risks are at 
stake.

therefore, it should be done as grey box or white 
box test.

In my experience, going black box could be done 
only if potential compromise of the platform does 
not risk to block a critical infrastructure, but the op-
portunity is very remote.

However, the first step should aim to character-
ize the platform in terms of software, firmware and 
architecture. to do this, in black box, extreme cau-
tion must be enforced on all the operative tasks.

Normally it is good to collect information from 
Internet through search engines and social engi-
neering.

Looking to company information should suffice.
In case of difficulties in finding reliable informa-

tion, a social engineering test on company opera-
tors could be a valid next step.

Many scADA operators are field technicians and 
engineers without security experience.

In a task on a water extraction scADA platform, 
by talking with a pipeline designer has been suf-
ficient to identify all component of the platform in 
terms of hardware type, firmware version and prob-
lems recorded in the past. the engineer was eager 

Figure 3. Different attack types and targets
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to share a technical talk with an outsider showing 
all his ability in overcome problems.

In white box testing all that information should be 
collected before the definition of the test.

Once the team has the platform data it is good to 
proceed to the following steps:

•  Reconnaissance
•  scanning
•  Protocol dissection
•  Exploit

the final step (Exploit) identifies the direct or indi-
rect approach to the target systems.

Usual attack pattern could be client based, Net-
work based or Platform related.

client based attacks could be performed against 
traditional client or server systems with scADA 
application running in them. the attack strategy, in 
this case, relies on Operating system or Applica-
tion specific vulnerabilities and it is similar to tradi-
tional pen testing analysis. 

Microsoft Windows is extremely popular as a cli-
ent Os so we will not cover this part, as it is very 
similar to usual testing techniques.

In scADA Network, we can use several tradition-
al tests such as MitM, but we have the chance to 
identify Maintenance Port or to use spoofing, an 
uncommon technique nowadays.

therefore, we can describe the attacks:

•  Man-in-the-Middle (MItM) 
•  to intercept, alter, and relay a communica-

tion message 
•  Maintenance port 

•  to install a malicious program 

•  spoofing 
•  to masquerade as another in order to initi-

ate an unauthorized action 
•  Replay 

•  to record and retransmit valid data (manipu-
lating time variable) to trigger unpredictable 
results

clearly, it could be possible, for an attacker, to 
perform Dos also, but usually the tester only eval-
uates it as a possibility. 

In my experience, only few customers ask you to 
go further by blocking a service. Rest assured that 
in some environments a Dos could be practical for 
a cybercriminal in order to delay or block the flow 
of information.

Attack patterns in this case are defined by 

•  physical destruction – but can be detected 
through fault-handling programs.

•  communication jamming – no effective coun-
termeasures exist. 

Platform related attacks are dependent from the 
technology in use and from the quantity of known 
vulnerabilities. Obviously not all the vulnerabilities 
disclosed are usable or reliable but a good scan-
ner could give us some good hints. the rest is up 
to our customer to let us try those vectors against 
his infrastructure.

the security community has identified lot of vul-
nerabilities. Nessus and other scanners have in-
tegrated scan modules for scADA systems, but if 
you want to look to a good and reliable source, you 
can point your browser to: http://scadahacker.com/
vulndb/ics-vuln-ref-list.html.

Figure 4. The MODBUS protocol family OSI stack representation

http://scadahacker.com/vulndb/ics-vuln-ref-list.html
http://scadahacker.com/vulndb/ics-vuln-ref-list.html
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Payload and persistence
In case of plain exploitation of a system, we can 
conclude our task by adopting a custom payload.

this is where our fantasy could express itself. 
traditionally a payload is used to describe the 

action that will be performed once vulnerability has 
been exploited. Usual persistence options are:

• Backdoor. In Windows end points a reliable 
backdoor can be installed quickly. In my expe-
rience cyberGate RAt or Darkcomet are the 
weapons of choice. 

• Platform setting modifications. By activating a 
newest user profile with network access or by 
modifying configuration settings (some reverse 
engineering may be needed). 

• spoofing system operators. this attack pattern 
requires dumping platform user database and 
breaking cryptographic protections, which is a 
very time consuming, and challenging process. 

• changes to instructions and commands (re-
quires a skilled operator in the team). 

Protocol manipulation, vulnerability exploitation 
and the man-in-the-middle attacks are among the 
most popular ways to manipulate insecure proto-
cols, such as those found in control systems.

However we must note that vulnerabilities and 
payloads, sometimes, are due to the burden of 
monitoring and keep update all system software 
on all of the devices in the network. 

A real live one: Attacking ModBus 
communications
the MODBUs is a serial communications proto-
col created in the 1970’s by the Modicon corpora-
tion for use with its programmable logic controllers 
(PLcs). 

the protocol’s simplicity and efficiency, combined 
with the publishing of its specifications by Modicon 
caused it to become widely adopted throughout 
the industrial controls and scADA world as a de-
facto industrial standard. 

the original MODBUs system was a simple two-
layer communication stack running on top of a se-
rial EIA-232 link. 

As different physical layer options became avail-
able (see Figure 4), it was subsequently marketed 
as a number of different of network products, the 
best known of which are MODBUs, MODBUs+ 
and MODBUs/tcP. 

the common element in all of these MODBUs 
networks is a client-server command structure 
commonly known as the MODBUs Application 

Figure 5. Simply ModBus
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Protocol (MBAP), a layer-7 protocol in the Open 
systems Interconnection Reference Model (OsI/
RM).

In ModBus Architecture are defined two kinds of 
devices:

•  ModBus Master: is the device requesting the 
information.

•  ModBus Slaves: are the devices supplying in-
formation. 

In a standard Modbus network, there is one Mas-
ter and up to 247 slaves, each with a unique 
slave Address from 1 to 247. In addition the Mod-
Bus Master can also write information to the 
slaves.

the official Modbus specification can be found 
at: www.modbus-ida.org.

A simple request-reply scheme is used for all 
transactions. the network communications follow 
this scheme: 

• the ModBus Master device initiates a request 
and the slaves replies. 

 For example, when a Human Machine Inter-
face (HMI) workstation requires a value from 
a PLc it sends a request message to start the 
data transfer process. In response the PLc 
then sends the requested information. In our 
case, the device running the HMI will act as 
the client/master and the PLc act as the serv-
er/slave. 

• Each message contains a function code that 
is set by the client/master and indicates to the 
server/slave what kind of action to perform. 
Function codes are the same for requests and 
responses since the server simply reflects the 
function code back to the client. 

there are 127 possible function codes that fall in-
to three general categories: 

•  Public function codes. 
•  User Defined function codes. 
•  Reserved function codes.

In order to define multiple actions or to allow fu-
ture enhancements, other Sub-codes are added 
to some function codes. 

the MODBUs protocol was not initially designed 
with cybersecurity in mind; hence it lacks the 
mechanism to avoid the classical information se-
curity threats. the protocol does not include a way 

of ciphering the traffic, check the integrity of mes-
sages, and authenticate client and server

On our scenario an attacker could send packets 
to the control network either from inside or outside 
and by doing this he could reset connection, send 
commands to the slaves (RtUs) or cheat masters 
(HMI) with fake data pretending to be the PLcs. 

He could also sniff traffic and retrieve information 
about memory addresses or common operations 
performed on the system.

But how to do this?
the answer is by collecting a Modbus simulator:

•  http://www.modbustools.com/
•  ht tp: //www.brothersof t.com/simply-mod-

bus-117531.html

and by interconnecting our Pc with a serial inter-
face.

the configuration of the messages is very easy, 
once we know what message or instruction to 
transmit.

the following pane shows simply ModBus inter-
face: Figure 5.

We can also try to intercept and replay ModBus 
streams in tcP/IP network, for this goal cain&Abel, 
Wireshark or Ettercap are a good tool to start with.

Once we collect and replay the streams we will 
be able to exploit the communication thus comple-
ting the initial goal. Of course, by studying the re-
quest/response mechanism we can force the pla-
tform to perform our will.

Next time we will discuss more option on scADA 
testing, but also some mitigation techniques.

UP tHE IRONs!

STEFANO MACCAGLIA

http://www.modbus-ida.org
http://www.modbustools.com/
http://www.brothersoft.com/simply-modbus-117531.html
http://www.brothersoft.com/simply-modbus-117531.html
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